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Sheikha Hanadi Al-Thani,

I am back woman, for your Talents & Tools.
Referred you to my website with my lawcase against the Dutch supreme court, parliament Balkenende & 
municipal Bloemendaal with the international Criminal Court in 2008.   Did you read all my letters to FBI 
& Interpol tóó....?   As you notice 'I am furious, because the NL legal system  is 100% corrupt and EU & 
UN refuse to stop this'. National security and the Worlds' security are at risk...and nobody cares.

What do I need from the Arabic states?
● NLFschool: web-lawschool for kids from 12-22 years old

Not only kids but also adults 'may not work with law in NL & EU to protect themselves against 
misconduct of the NL-parliament or acts of terrorism of the Dutch supreme court and 
International Criminal court'. War.
I want to educate kids on the implementation of law to anticipate on crime & war. Very often 
distributed on the world by NGOs & AVOs.
A web-lawschool is needed in every country, but few are prepared to do all this hard work.
Besides..., when individuals want to be educated on law, they hardly get a change. 

For example: 
Good-practices of local courts in Africa, Asia, Middle-East and other continents are not accessible 
for us.   Mainly due to the media, who refuses to report on lawcases.   
The web can educate us, but only if civilians in other parts of the world share their knowledge 
with us.   This is of utmost importance when a country like NL is 100% corrupt. 
We are very small, but we do have the Int.courts of law.... And we've got Jaap de Hoop Scheffer 
as Chairperson of NATO - not something to be proud of -.  Have you heard the latest news? 
Dictator Jan Peter Balkenende wants to become chairperson of the European Union, while he 
should have been put in ICC-prison on 1 mei 2007....based on my file for this  ICC-case.
I want to learn about legal systems in the Arabic - & Islamic world.
So, dear Arabic-woman... Find me 'a loonatic' who wants to build a NLF-web-lawschool, so we 
can share  good- & bad-practices in Justice... 

● Newlegalframe.com
I am creating a new website, although I am still far too pour to buy a new computer and 
software. Officially, my legal status is 'Slave without fundamental human rights'. ICC refuses to 
close my case; refuse to answers my letters, give my victum-care or a lawyer to support me... 
I want to make the business-world move on to NLF Fair trade & Eko within 10 years. 
Needed, because Earth is without Oxigen in 2039.   
Main priorities: water-management & craftswork.  I want to link all kinds of practices - good or 
wrong - and make them part of the movement into Fair trade & Eko.    
Worlds' presidents  read my websites. When all good solutions for saving Earth are linked and 
grounded in law, we may become smart enough to produce enough oxigen for a life after the 
year 2039.

I need websites with craftswork & water-management from the Arabic-world. 
Will you talk to people about my sites and ask them to send me a contribution?
I rather difficult for me 'to sort out the Web in the Islamic-world'...

Hopefully, we stop the war-makers in NL & Int.criminal court in time. Stop 'making civilians lawless'. 
Stop hatred against the Moslim-world, generated & distributed from NL.  

Have a straightforward day, 
desiree stokkel ,  
donkerelaan 39,  2061 jk bloemendaal nederland, +311 23 5279457
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